RADAR RF TESTSET RFT646
Measuring the Radar RF components
A large part of the radar transmission/reception chain is formed by Radio Frequency (RF) components: initiating at
the transmitter, a signal passes through a circulator, from which low loss cables pass it through a rotary joint to the
antenna.
In modern LVA (Large Vertical Aperture) antennas for Primary and Secondary radar systems, RF signals are split and
distributed along the different elements of the array antenna. Possible errors in each of elements can be measured
by Intersoft Electronics’ Radar RF Test Set, the RFT646.
Special software allows the pinpointing of the problem areas in the antenna and cabling.
The RFT646 is a versatile, dual-channel, L/S-band Tx/Rx measuring unit, capable of generating fixed or swept
frequency RF test signals in the 900-3500 MHz range. It consists of two phase-controlled receivers with digital
intermediate frequency measurement channels. Additionally, two transmitter channels can provide arbitrary test
pulses.
The RFT646 Vector Network Analyzer (VNA) is developed for measuring the frequency characteristics of RF single
and multi-ported devices. The unit can measure both amplitude and phase relation of a device under test connected
between the input and output port. It also presents a time domain or system response curve. A time domain window
can be used to single out the response of a specific element in a network. This feature is very valuable for fault finding
in the radar RF chain.
The following measurement functions are available for the RFT646:
Far field antenna pattern simulation from a measured LVA tapering table
Dedicated VNA scanning software for phased array antenna pattern measurements using the 3DS579 		
accessory kit. Pulse Vector Voltmeter
Q alignment measurement for PSR receivers

Pulse Vector Voltmeter (PVV)
The Pulse Vector Voltmeter function is intended to precisely measure the difference in amplitude and phase between
two pulsed signals. The measurement can be performed on RF, on video, or optionally on Intermediate Frequency (IF)
using an external IF downconverter module (DID647). Either the pulse itself or a digital trigger can be used for trigger
sampling. A timer mode is available to allow sampling of CW signals if necessary. The tool allows compensating for
cable lengths and attenuation by performing a 'relative' or 'absolute' reference measurement.

Vector Network Analysis (VNA)
The VNA function allows the user to measure the characteristics
of a transmission chain. With a simulation tool, the user can
immediately view the effects on the antenna diagram when
changing the tapering table of the antenna, i.e. when a column is
going to be replaced.
In vector network analysis function, the Radar RF Testset
transmitter is used to generate a frequency sweep with a
selectable range (900-3500 MHz) and speed.
Key functions:
Measurement of VSWR, reflective power, forward and reverse transmission
Far field antenna pattern simulation from measured LVA tapering table
Dedicated VNA with scanning software for 3D phased array antenna
LVA column fault finding
Measuring the RF parts of the radar chain
The time domain settings of the VNA allow the different elements to be measured separately without physical
disconnection.

DID647: Dual IF Downconvertor
Some radars have an IF output or perform the beam-forming action using the IF signals. The DID647 serves as a
Downconverter for the IF signal of these radars (typically 10-30Mhz) to be input in the RFT646.
A typical application in RASS-S for the DID647+RFT646 is the VNA (Vector Network Analysis) tool, where the first IF
channel (after passing through the DID647) serves as a reference for the second channel. The phase and amplitude
of the second channel signal will be measured relative to the first channel. Therefore, it is important that the phase
and amplitude coherence of signals passing the two channels are maintained through the down-conversion. The
DID647 was specially designed to obtain that result.
The standard model DID647 is delivered with a tunable frequency range of 10 to 30MHz. Different models can be
delivered according to the requested IF frequency. The down- converted output has a frequency range of 0 to 4.7MHz.
Applications for the DID647 include:
RFT646 VNA (Vector Network Analyser) for IF output signals
IQ alignment of PSR radar receivers with IF
Near field measurements (3D Scan)
Solar measurements

Possible Measurements:
Rotary joint HF characteristics (leakage, reflections, loss)
Low loss cable characteristics (VSWR, Loss, Cable damage)
HF combiner (splitter/ circulator or switch) characteristics.
Error Characterization: following errors can be found using these measurements:
Rotary joint HF-faults (SWR, reflections, impedance mismatch, etc...)
Transmission cable faults (attenuation, reflections, impedance mismatch due to bending, etc...)
HF combiner (attenuation, reflections, impedance mismatch, etc...) errors.

RFT646 SPECIFICATIONS
INTERFACES
Device Front
RF Interface: Transmitter

2x BNC female, 50 Ω

RF Interface: Receiver

2x BNC female, 50Ω

Analogue Interface: Video Input

2x BNC, Ch1 & 2: video inputs to acquisition system

Device Back
USB interface

for remote programming and high speed data throughput.
USB2; 480Mbit/s transfer rate
compatible with USB1 (and 3): 10Mbit/s transfer rate

Optional Accessories for the RFT646

Analogue Interface: Video Output

2x BNC, Ch1 & 2: video output from receiver

Digital Input/Output

9pHD female connector, TTL levelling

3DS579: Vertical Antenna Diagram Analysis using the 3D Antenna Scan

Azimuth

DB15pHD female connector, TTL levelling

The vertical antenna diagram can be derived from a near field measurement, given that the phase and amplitude
relationship for every single horizontal row of the antenna is known. Therefore, a specially designed pick-up dipole is
used to sample these values in a vertical scan. This can be done for both transmission and reception beams due to
the fact that in 3D phased array antennas the resulting uplink and downlink beams can be independent.
The measurement procedure is especially developed for phased array antennas, such as the military 3D air defense
radars. The measurement can be performed in a short time period (typical < 2 hours), making the RFT646 a powerful
tool for efficiently checking antenna performance and conducting maintenance activities.
The near field measurement has several applications:
		
		

Prediction of the antenna far field diagram
Checking for defective or degraded transmitter performance

The planar array antenna is scanned and the near field is sampled in phase,
amplitude and position using a scan board and a reference pickup dipole fitted
with an encoder. At the connection points, phase and amplitude are sampled in
vector network analysis setup.
The software allows the user to perform a deconvolution of the near field measurement with a reference diagram of a
single transmitter. Because the pick-up dipole inside the surfboard has an omni diagram, it is necessary to focus the
energy measured on different positions. This way, broken transmitters/rows can easily be identified.

TRANSMITTER
Two identical programmable coherent transmitters,
Rf-output CH1 and CH2
Frequency Range

900 to 3500MHz programmable frequency Synthesizer
stabilized, accuracy 100KHz

Frequency Step Size

125KHz

Max. Tx Power

900 to 3500MHz: <10dBm

Modulation Range

60dB

RECEIVER
Frequency Range

900 to 3500 MHz

Linear Sensitivity

-20 … to -80dBm

Log Sensitivity

-10 … to -80dBm

POWER REQUIREMENTS
Power Supply

85-264VAC/47-63Hz or 120-370VDC
Fused with 1.6A

MECHANICAL SPECIFICATIONS
Dimensions WxHxD

340 x 110 x 350 mm (13.4” x 4.3” x 13.8”)

Weight incl. packaging and accessories

16kg (35lbs)
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